Let G be a finite complex irreducible linear group of degree less than p -\ for some fixed prime p, whose order is divisible by p to the first power only, and which has no normal Sylow /»-subgroup. An inequality of Brauer, which bounds p by a function of the number of conjugate classes of ¿»-elements, is improved.
The purpose of this note is to prove Theorem 1. Let G be a finite group with the following properties : for some fixed prime p, a Sylow p-subgroup P of G has order p and is not normal in G; the number t of conjugate classes of p-elements of G is at least 3 ; and G has a faithful irreducible complex character x of degree d<p-\.
Thenp^t2-3t + L
This improves Brauer's inequality p^t3 -1 + 1 [2] . Hayden's result [6] that ¿^6 follows from Theorem 1 after the case t = 5, p = ll is handled. All groups with t^2 and which satisfy the other hypotheses of Theorem 1 are known [8] . Apparently, no groups are known which satisfy these hypotheses with 6^t<(p -1)/2. By an argument of Rothschild [7] , 23 y =e, where the sum is taken over all modular constituents of f. It follows that there exists some constituent Y with dim*; Y>p. Then F| n contains at least one protective summand V^iV+a.
By Lemma 2, for each 0^k<e, the ^-conjugates of £" occur in the character afforded by Mk with a total multiplicity of at least 2. Thus Y occurs with multiplicity at least 2 as a constituent of Wk®We_k-iSimilarly, Y occurs with multiplicity at least 1 as a constituent of IF(e_i)/2. Thus VP:U+U occurs at least twice in a direct sum decomposition of iWk®We-k-i) | n, and at least once in a decomposition of WV-i)/2| n-Hence VPiU+u occurs at least 2(e -l)/2 + l =e times in the decomposition (3). Since \{a)\ =e, V¡¡iU+u can occur at most t -\ times, and at most i -2 times unless y=p.2ae=n2. Suppose 7=M2 and e = i -1. X®X is the direct sum of symmetric and skew summands, and by [l, Lemma 3.3], Wk and We-k-i are both symmetric summands for k odd, and both skew summands for k even, since e is odd. V^¡u+U occurs exactly twice as a summand of each iWk®We-k-i)\ n, and exactly _once in tF(e_i)/2| N. It follows that Fp,0+U is a skew summand of (A-® A") | N more times than it is a symmetric summand. However, [l, Lemma 3.3] also shows that VP:U+U appears t/2 times as a symmetric summand and it/2) -1 times as a skew summand: contradiction.
Thus e^t -2. Since e is odd and t even, we have e^t -3. Since e = (p -\)/t, it follows that p^t2 -3i + l, and Theorem 1 is proved. Proof. We know e^(p -l)/e -3, so e2+3e -(p -1) ^0. Hence e^ -3/2 + (£+5/4)1/2. Since d = p-e, we are done.
